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problem of large state-spaces, ince a (possibly infinite) set of states can be repre- 
sented by constraints. More research is needed to make this claim precise. 
Summarizing, this monograph describes interesting research in the difficult field 
of real-time systems. The book addresses the major ingredients of a specification 
and verification formalism, namely: syntax and semantics of an implementation 
language (ESM), syntax and semantics of a specification language (WTL), a proof 
system, and (semi-automated) decision procedures. The part aboot RTTL is worked 
out carefully and in great detail. To make the theory applicble to real-life examples 
more research is required, particularly on ESMs. The book is pleasant o read, also 
because the author frequently discusses restrictions and limitations of his approach 
(e.g., non-compositionality). Seen as an extensive research report on a formal 
framework that is-according to the author--“’ somewhat exploratory and tentative”, 
this book can certainly be recommended to anyone interested in the specification 
and verification of rea!-time systems. 
Jozef HOOMAN 
Department of Mathematics and Computing Science 
Eindhoven University of Technology 
Eindhoven, Netherlands 
Andrei P. Ershov, Origins of Progrumming: Discourses on Mahodology (Springer, 
Heidelberg, 1990), Price DM 178.00 (hardback), ISBN 3440-97061-4 (Translated by 
Robert H. Silverman). 
Andrei Petrovich Ershov, probably the best known Soviet computing scientist, 
was a great teacher. In 1977 he published a book which sought to illustrate the 
gradual transformation of simple programming exercises into full-bodied theoretical 
problems. In the Preface to his book, A.P. Ershov credited several -;~ell-known 
mathematical prototypes for such an approach: Polya, Courant and Robbins, 
Khinchine; all excellent, highly readable and edifying texts. The reference to the 
avowed models is significant: these books-like Ershov’s- are designed neither to 
present new technical results (facts), nor even to expound infallible techniques to 
obtain them. In every case the central issue is the mathematization of problem 
solving, i.e. a mental attitude which-by gradual removal of incidental chaff- 
exhibits the hard core abstract problem and, simultaneously, shows its manifold 
relations to other problems and their families. 
Thus, for example, Part I of Ershov’s book is a step-by-step description of a 
methodical transformation of a storage-economy problem (such as may arise in 
routine optimization of compiler tables) into a general graph-colouring problem, 
whose solution and implementation by a structured algorithm provides a complete 
and genera1 answer to the original problem of optima1 storage allocation. Neither 
this algorithm (developed in early 196Os), nor the calculus of equivalent ransforma- 
tions of Yanov Program Schemata (which is the goal of Part II) are new or especially 
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exciting per se, although their presentation to a Western reader unfamiliar with the 
historical development of computer nrogramming in the USSR may have some 
educational value. In particular, such a reader may ponder how lucky were his 
p~&~sso~ in that the general availability of alphabetic I/O devices-a luxury 
mostly denied to Soviet computer pioneers, plagued also by the persistent shortage 
of RAM space-channelled the Western development of bread-and-butter program- 
ming (with its theoretical underpinnings) into a direction seen from which the 
technical result reported in Ershov’s book and their presentation may seem somewhat 
bizarre. 
Similarly, to appreciate the full importance of Yanov Schemata for Soviet theoreti- 
cal programming, one needs to bear in mind that the early computer coders in the 
USSR did not really use flow charts. Instead, they were taught a linear 5 -tation, 
invented by A.A. Lyapunov (and modified by his disciples, Ershov and Yanov 
among them) for which Yanov Schemata are rather like Bob Floyd’s codification 
of flow-charts semantics. 
Thus, in its choice of subject-matter examples and, to a large extent, in its notation, 
Ershov’s book may seem somewhat eccentric to a Western reader. (A thoughtful 
publisher, having decided to bring this book to the Western market, would have 
enhanced its chances of success by commissioning a suitable introduction or 
appendix.) 
The superficial eccentricity of the topics and notation should not deter the reader: 
these are but stage-props for a passionate production cf hymns to the glory of 
mathematical reasoning applied to programming. Ershov wanted his book to be 
accessible without any preliminary knowledge of computers and mathematics 
(beyond elementary school stuff), hence he added necessary morsels of factual 
information. The rest of his text follows this special pattern of part-lecture, part- 
sermon and part-demonstration which an enthusiastic teacher reserves for his best 
pupils taken on an educational outing to the local zoo. (I realize this sounds 
patronizing, it is not meant to: on such excursions I learned a lot about animals 
and teachers, and even some about biology!). 
There is a point or two in the Ershov’s narrative that I would not fully agree with, 
but on the whole the book is remarkably contemporary for its age (always disregard j
ing its eccentricities) and very much in agreement with the “let’s be precise” line 
of computer programming development. 
It is a pity that this book remains inaccessible to the English-only readers. The 
totally incompetent ranslation by Mr. Robert H. Silverman gives a new dimension 
of the old adage traduttore, traditore. Ershov’s Russian is fluent, flowery even. Mr. 
Silverman’s English is ugly to the point of making me wish they used one of the 
mechanical translation systems instead. At least such a system would not arbitarily 
add and remove sentences, as Mr. Silverman does. I realize Russian is a difficult 
language, for instance the same verb could mean “confuse” and “embarrass” (not 
unlike English “perplex”); is it, however, too much to expect the translator to 
understand the difference? When, explaining how a transformation was arrived at, 
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Ershov remarks “this observation is a godsend”, Mr. Silverman has “this observation 
is little more than a ‘dry well”‘. Page after page, sentence after sentence, Ershov’s 
prose is mutilated, perverted, made incomprehensible; its meaning is often made 
exactly opposite to what the author wrote. 
Mr. Silverman’s incompetence is not limited to linguistic problems. It is in the 
program texts and technical jargon that the true horrors lurk. Ershov uses a Russian 
version of Algol 60, with Russified “key-words”. It would appear a simple matter 
to look up any English textbook on Algol60 and retranslate correctly back. Instead, 
Mr. Silverman “invents”: designators for identifiers, monomials for primary, int for 
integer, and var for value; the latter invention, of course, renders Ershov’s programs 
totally wrong, but I bet Mr. Silverman won’t know why! 
The layout of programs in Ershov’s book is bad; in a Polish translation, which 
came out some years ago. the publishers converted it to the familiar. sensibly 
indented format, which instantly improved the (human) readability. In the Springer 
edition, totally incongruously with these esteemed publishers policy of excellent 
type-setting, the formats are even worse than in the Russian original, while the 
typographic errors are faithfully reproduced. 
Finally, I do not know who changed the title of the book nor when: the Russian 
original’s title is “Introduction to Theoretical Programming. . .” rather than “Origins 
of Programming.. .” 011 p. 156 of the Springer edition there is a self-reference to 
the book’s title; it reads, yes, you have guessed it, “Introduction to Theoretical 
Programming”. Such funny things could add a certain piquancy to an otherwise 
well-produced book. In this case it is one more evidence of a job so badly botched 
that it would be much better never even attempted. 
In his spare time, Andrei Ershov translated English poetry into his native language. 
His translations compared well with the masters’. A good thing he did not live to 
see his book massacred by Mr. Silverman under Springer’s imprint. 
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Saunders Mac Lane and Dirk Siefkes, eds., The Collected Works of J. Richard Biichi 
(Spriuger, New York, 1990), Price $42.00 (hardback), ISBN 0-387-97064-P. 
The Collected Works of J. Richard Biichi gathers together all bar seven of Biichi’s 
published papers and some previously unpublished material, from his Ph.D. thesis 
until his untimely death in April 1984. In addition, the volume contains a brief 
biography and critical assessments of Biichi’s role in the development of computer 
science. The papers are loosely grouped under headings such as “Computability’*, 
“Discrete Spaces”, etc. Each of these sections is introduced by comments from an 
